PUNCTUATION
results indeed, is only a particular instance and reductio ad
absurdum of inserting a comma between subject and verb.
The comma in the absolute construction is so recognized
a trap that it might have been thought needless to mention
ft; the following instances, however, will show that a warning
is even now necessary.
Sir E. Seymour, having replied for the Navy, the Duke of Connaught,
in replying for the Army, said ...—Times.
Thus got, having been by custom poorly substituted for gat, so that
we say He got away, instead of He gat away, many persons abbreviate
gotten into got^ saying He had got, for He had gotten.—R. G. white.
The garrison, having been driven from the outer line of defences
on July 30, Admiral Witoft considered it high time to make a sortie.—
Times.
But that didn't last lonj; for Dr. Blimber, happening to change the
position of his tight plump legs, as if he were going to get up, Toots
swiftly vanished.—dickens.
3. The adjectival clause.
This, strictly speaking, does the work of an adjective in
the sentence. It usually begins with a relative pronoun, but
sometimes with a relative adverb. The man who does not
breathe dies, is equivalent to The unbreathing man dies.
The place where we stand is holy ground, is equivalent
to This place is holy ground. But we shall include under
the phrase all clauses that begin with a relative, though
some relative clauses are not adjectival, because a division
of all into defining clauses oa the one hand, and non-defining
or commenting on the other, is more easily intelligible than
the division into adjectival and non-adjectival. This distinction
is more fully gone into in the chapter on Syntax, where
it is suggested that that> when possible, is the appropriate
relative for defining, and which for non-defining clauses. That,
however, is a debatable point, and quite apart from the
question of stopping that arises here. Examples of the two
types are:
(Defining) The river that (which) runs through London is
turbid.

